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The Red-Headed League
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Born: May 22, 1859; Edinburgh, Scotland
Died: July 7, 1930; Crowborough, East Sussex, England

Quick Reference

First published: 1891

Type of plot: Mystery and detective

Time of work: 1890

Locale: London, England

Principal Characters:
Sherlock Holmes, the world’s greatest detective

Dr. John H. Watson, his friend and biographer

Mr. Jabez Wilson, the owner of a small pawnshop

John Clay, alias
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Vincent Spaulding, his assistant

The Story
When Dr. Watson visits the apartment of his friend Sherlock Holmes, he finds the world’s first
consulting detective in conference with a client with bright red hair, Mr. Jabez Wilson. Holmes
invites Watson to remain and to hear the client’s unusual story. Wilson, a man of about sixty, is a
not very successful small businessperson; the most noteworthy thing about him is the flaming color
of his hair. After introductions all around, Wilson explains how upset he has been by a recent
incident, so upset that he has come to Holmes for his help. 

Wilson says that he is a man of very settled habits, a bachelor who almost never deviates from the
daily routine of running his pawnshop. At least, he never deviated until he heard of the Red-
Headed League. One day in his shop, his assistant, Vincent Spaulding, called his attention to an
advertisement in the newspaper that announced an opening in the Red-Headed League. The
announcement promised a salary of four pounds a week (about twenty dollars at the time of the
story) for “purely nominal services” to the candidate who was accepted. The amount was a
considerable sum at the time, especially if the duties were slight, and Spaulding urged Wilson to
apply. The timid pawnbroker did so, but only after Spaulding practically took him to the office
mentioned in the ad.

There Wilson heard the story of an eccentric American millionaire who had left a fortune to provide
an income for Londoners with red hair as bright as the millionaire’s had been. Wilson was
accepted into the League. He learned that the nominal duties consisted only of his coming to the
office from 10:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. each day and copying out the Encyclopaedia Britannica in
longhand. Since most of Wilson’s business was done in the evening, he was delighted at the
chance to supplement his income. This he did for eight weeks, getting well into the “A” volume,
until one day he arrived at the office to find it closed, with a notice on the door that the Red-
Headed League had been dissolved. He was so disturbed by the thought that someone had been
playing a practical joke on him that he came to Holmes for a solution.

Holmes points out that Wilson has lost nothing — indeed, has made thirty pounds — but says that
the case is remarkable. Holmes soon discovers that Spaulding, who encouraged Wilson to apply,
is not all that he seems. The assistant came to Wilson recently for half-wages, claiming to want to
learn the business. Although perfectly satisfactory as an assistant, Spaulding has an interest in
photography, has set up Wilson’s cellar as a darkroom, and is down in the basement every minute
that Wilson does not need him in the shop above. Holmes promises to look into the case, and
Wilson leaves.

Holmes and Watson first visit the district in which Wilson’s shop is located, where Holmes does
some mysterious things: He asks directions from a clerk at the pawnshop; he taps the street
outside with his walking stick and remarks that the case is complicated by the fact that it is
Saturday. Later, he asks Watson to meet him at Baker Street that evening at ten, and to come
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armed. When Watson arrives, he finds two other men there: Peter Jones, an inspector from
Scotland Yard, and a Mr. Merryweather, a bank director. Holmes takes them to a branch of the City
and Suburban Bank, a branch located in the same district as Wilson’s pawnshop. There they enter
the vaults of the bank, where Merryweather shows them a shipment of thirty thousand gold coins
they have recently received from the Bank of France. Holmes says that they may have some time
to wait, and they sit quietly in the dim vault.

After about an hour, they see a glint of light from the floor: A paving stone moves, and a man’s face
appears from the hole. He climbs out, and Holmes and the inspector seize him.

Holmes later explains his reasoning: He became suspicious when first he heard that Vincent
Spaulding had taken Wilson’s job offer at less than the normal wages. His time in the cellar
suggested that there would be found the real interest of Spaulding. The business of the Red-
Headed League seemed to be a trick to get the sedentary Wilson out of the shop for some hours
each day so that Spaulding and his confederates could do whatever they were up to, unobserved.
When, on his visit to the area, Holmes tapped the pavement and heard a hollow sound, he
concluded that they were tunneling beneath the street to the branch bank in question. When he
asked the pawnbroker’s clerk, Spaulding himself, for directions, Holmes recognized him as John
Clay, a notoriously cunning criminal. The rest was the simple matter of gaining entrance to the
bank vault — Holmes reasoned that the robbers would strike on Sunday, when the bank was
closed — and waiting for them to appear.

Themes and Meanings
Arthur Conan Doyle wrote so many Sherlock Holmes stories, all of which can be found in collected
editions, that it is hard to imagine a time when the character of the famous detective was new and
fresh in the public imagination. Two novels featuring Holmes, A Study in Scarlet (1887) and The
Sign of Four (1890), were published with only mild success. It was not until the publication of the
first Holmes short story, “A Scandal in Bohemia,” in 1891, that the detective became immensely
popular. It was to capitalize on this public demand that Doyle wrote “The Red-Headed League.”

The story is above all a vehicle to display the remarkable reasoning ability of Sherlock Holmes, a
man who is able to impose order on a seemingly meaningless jumble of experience. Experience in
the Holmes stories only seems, however, to be meaningless: For someone who, like the detective,
observes closely and interprets correctly, the world is a book to be read.

In “The Red-Headed League,” the character of Holmes is the theme, and in the story Doyle
continues to supply information about the background, tastes, and habits of his greatest creation. It
is in this story that the reader learns that Holmes has a “poetic and contemplative” side to his
nature, one that is illustrated when Holmes interrupts his detective work to attend a violin concert.
One finds out as well that Holmes himself is a musician and a composer “of no ordinary merit.”
Through the almost casual introduction of details such as these, Doyle created a character who
escapes the bounds of fiction, becoming almost lifelike in his solidity.
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A subsidiary theme may be present, too, represented in the adage “You can’t cheat an honest
man.” Throughout the story, Doyle delicately hints at Wilson’s greed, the most telling example of
which is his hiring of Vincent Spaulding because Spaulding agrees to work for half-pay. From that
decision, all of Wilson’s troubles spring.

Style and Technique
The style of the story is one that was to become customary in the Holmes adventures: Watson
narrates the tale from his viewpoint as an on-the-spot observer. He provides Holmes (and Doyle)
with the means to build suspense because, although Watson is present to see all of Holmes’s
actions, he does not understand their significance. Thus, the unlocking of the mystery is postponed
until the end.

The technique of building suspense by holding off the explanation is usually employed several
times in a typical Sherlock Holmes story, and this one is no exception: First, there is the small
demonstration of Holmes’s ability when Wilson first enters the Baker Street flat and Holmes
deduces many facts about him from his appearance. The postponement is only momentary in this
prelude, so to call it, because Holmes explains the inferences he draws from watch chains and
calluses and the like. Nevertheless, the technique has been used to show Holmes’s powers, and
his revelation at the end of the story of a greater chain of inferences has been prepared for by the
less important scene at the beginning.

“The Red-Headed League” was a story of which Doyle himself was proud: At the conclusion of a
contest held by Strand magazine, asking readers to pick their favorite Sherlock Holmes stories,
Doyle contributed a list of his own, on which “The Red-Headed League” ranked second only to
“The Adventure of the Speckled Band”; Doyle rated it so high, he said, because of the originality of
the plot. It is hard to argue with that view. The trick to remove Wilson from the scene of the crime
and Holmes’s equal cleverness in preventing the crime continue to make the story memorable.
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